The Inflation Reduction
Act of 2022
On Tuesday, August 16, 2022, President Biden signed into law the Inflation Reduction
Act of 2022.
The new legislation is a scaled-down version, albeit renamed, of the Administration’s prior
efforts, Build Back Better. It focuses on climate investments, clean energy and deficit reduction.
To streamline passage and avoid the 60-vote Senate requirement, the Act procedurally was
introduced as a budget reconciliation bill.1 Consequently, there must be revenue raisers to
offset expenditures within the proposed budget window, which in this case is 10 years. That
said, it begs the question for Glenmede clients and families, how might the Act’s revenue
raisers impact you?
For most, there is likely good news in the answer. Unlike the original Build Back Better Act that
contained numerous tax changes aimed at families of wealth and income earners over $400,000
per year, there are only four major tax-related revenue-raisers in the Act.2 And, of them, little
impact would be felt by most Glenmede clients. Still, it is important that they be understood.

15% minimum corporate tax rate
The Act establishes a minimum corporate income tax rate of 15%. This means that applicable
C corporations (not S corporations nor a few other exceptions) each year will pay the greater of
regular corporate tax and an alternative minimum tax of 15% of adjusted financial statement
income. It applies to corporations with financial statement income in excess of $1 billion, as
averaged over the prior three years.3 The taxes paid under the alternative minimum tax would
be creditable against regular tax in future years to the extent the regular tax in a succeeding
year exceeds the alternative minimum tax. Taxing a corporation based on financial or book
income is unusual; however, a key modification from the original bill is that the measured
income will be net of accelerated tax depreciation and certain other items.
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When a proposed law is introduced in Congress, it is referred to as a bill. Upon passage by both chambers, it is an Act.
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The original bill contained two additional revenue raisers. One relating to carried interest was removed; the second, relating to prescription
drug pricing reform, remains and is estimated to raise $288 billion over 10 years, but since it is unrelated to taxation it is not discussed in
this article.
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The concept of alternative minimum tax is not new. It was first established for individuals in 1969 and later expanded in 1986 to include
corporations. The corporate alternative minimum tax, however, was repealed effective 2018. What is novel is the approach to taxing
“book income.”

Funding the Internal Revenue Service
A second component is approximately $80 billion of additional funding to the IRS, particularly
for purposes of enforcement and collection. This is aimed at providing resources for the IRS to
collect what is legally owed under existing law. The Act summary indicates that by investing this
$80 billion over the next 10 years, the IRS will collect $204 billion, for a net gain of $124 billion.
Further, the Act provides that none of the appropriated funds are to be used to increase taxes on
any taxpayer with taxable income below $400,000.

Specifically, the following would be
expended over the 10-year period:
• $3,181,500,000 for taxpayer services
• $45,637,400,000 for enforcement
• $25,326,400,000 for operations support
• $4,750,700,000 for business systems modernization
• $15,000,000 for the IRS to prepare and deliver a report to Congress on the cost of
developing and running a free direct e-file tax return system, and additional funding to the
Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration ($403 million), the Office of Tax Policy
($104,533,803), U.S. Tax Court ($153 million) and Departmental Offices ($50 million) to
enforce the Act

Stock buyback surtax
The Act contains a 1% surtax on corporate stock buybacks; it will apply to the repurchase of
stock by a publicly traded company. The use of a buyback is a common way to provide funds to
increase per share value as well as provide shareholders a tax-advantageous source of cash versus
a dividend. For those who do not follow buybacks, they are relatively common and can be valued
at billions per year on the S&P 500 alone. For 2021, the total value of buybacks exceeded $911
billion, and earlier this year it was reported that one firm predicts the volume in 2022 to exceed
$1 trillion in value.4
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Loss limitation extension
Taxpayer-unfriendly, the loss limitation has
been subject to much political adjustments.
Enacted in the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of
2017, business owners were prohibited from
using losses to offset more than $250,000
of their nonbusiness income (or $500,000
of nonbusiness income in the case of married
couples). The stated goal was to prevent highincome taxpayers from deducting business
losses (which perhaps may be “on paper” only)
to reduce the other taxable income. The limit
on pass-through losses was set to expire
after 2025. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security Act, also known as
the CARES Act, suspended it for 2020 and
retroactively for 2018 and 2019. The American
Rescue Plan Act extended it for one year,
through 2026. The Inflation Reduction Act
extends it for another two years, through 2028.

Carried interest provision dropped
The bill no longer contains a change to the
taxation of carried interest. Because this has
become a hot topic, many tax practitioners
would not be surprised to see it reappear
at some point. As a result, a brief reminder
is in order (see sidebar for a definition and an
example). To some, carried interest appears to
be compensation for services, but under current
tax law it instead can receive more favorable tax
treatment as long-term capital gains (maximum
rate of 20%, with a potential additional surtax of
3.8%) versus the highest federal marginal rate
on ordinary income (37%).

WHAT IS CARRIED
INTEREST?
Carried interest is a share
of profits earned by general
partners of private equity,
venture capital and hedge
funds as a performance fee.
It aligns the general partner’s
compensation with the fund’s
returns. Carried interest is
often paid only if the fund
achieves a minimum return,
known as the hurdle rate.
For example, a Limited Partner
invests $10,000 in a fund
that charges a 20% carried
interest. The fund is successful
(exceeds the hurdle rate) and
the distribution to the Limited
Partner is worth $100,000.
The General Partner receives
as carried interest 20% of the
amount the investor earned
after the principal is paid back.
In this case:
General Partner earns $18,000
(($100,000 – $10,000) * 20%)
Limited Partner receives
$82,000 ($10,000 initial
investment plus the $72,000
remainder after paying the
General Partner)

Generally, short-term gain is taxed as ordinary income, where short term is defined as held for
a year or less. Property held longer than one year benefits from the reduced long-term capital
gain rate. In 2017, the short-term gain holding period for purposes of carried interest was
extended to three years. Recent efforts (the original proposed Inflation Reduction Act and the
original Build Back Better Act) have sought to extend the holding period for long-term capital
gain treatment five years. Others have advocated recharacterizing carried interest from a
profits interest to a capital interest, which would result in taxation as ordinary income.

Summary Chart
On August 11, 2022, Senate Democrats updated the one-page summary chart of the Act:

Total revenue raised

$737 billion

15% corporate minimum tax

$222 billion*

Prescription drug pricing reform

$265 billion***

IRS tax enforcement

$124 billion**

1% stock buyback fee

$74 billion*

Loss limitation extension

$52 billion*

Total investments

$437 billion

Energy security & climate change

$369 billion*

Affordable Care Act extension

$64 billion**

Western drought resiliency

$4 billion***

Total deficit reduction

$300+ billion

* Joint Committee on Taxation estimate
** Congressional Budget Office estimate
*** Senate estimate, awaiting final CBO score

Conclusion
Many of the expenditure provisions of the Inflation Reduction Act of 2022 will not be
triggered immediately, but the tax changes will be effective starting in 2023.
If you have any questions about how this law may impact you, please contact your
Relationship Manager.
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